Dynamics series
Factor series
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Connect transformer units in parallel. Transformers may carry
a switch that allows the selection of the power that the
amplifier will feed to the speaker.
The power capacity of each amplifier channel should be equal
or higher than the sum of the power levels selected on the
enclosures connected to it. For instance, a 300W amplifier will
be able to drive 3 Factor-8T at 60W and 8 Factor-5T at 15W
since the sum of the selected power taps is 300W
(2x60W+12x15W=300W).

EQUALISATION
Extreme EQ settings are not needed to produce quality sound.
Avoid high levels of gain on the equalisers. We do not
recommend the use of EQ gain values above +6 dB.
On graphic type equalisers, avoid gain to bands that are below
the systems working frequency range (for instance, do not
bring up the 30 Hz band when using a Factor-5).

3. USE
SWITCH ON/OFF
Switch your sound system on from back to front. Thus, switch
on the amplifiers last. Switch sound sources (CDs, turntables)
first, then your mixer, then your processors and crossovers
and finally the amplifiers. If you have more than one amplifier,
switch them on sequentially, one at a time.
Follow the reverse order when powering down, and switch off
the amplifiers before any other element on your sound system.
AMPLIFIER CLIP
The clip light of your amplifiers should never be on
continuously. This will distort the signal and may damage the
speakers. In fact, severe clipping is an easy way to burn a
speaker’s voice coil. At most, the clip light could blink
occasionally. When clipped, signals sound distorted and
produce listening fatigue quickly. If you cannot get the desired
level without overloading the amplifier, use a larger amplifier
or consider expanding your system.
AMPLIFIER LEVEL CONTROLS
Although related to output power, an amplifier channel's level
control is not a direct representation of it. Thus, we can have
maximum output power with the level at mid position.
Similarly, we may have the level controls at maximum and not
have maximum output if our source signal is not hot enough.
One way to use an amplifier's volume controls, particularly for
fixed installations, is to set them such that when the mixer’s
faders are at their maximum level, we are just below clipping
level on the amplifier or clipping very occasionally.
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HIGH-PASS (SUBSONIC) FILTER
It is good recommended practice to use a high-pass filter for
the lowest frequency component in your system (i.e. the fullrange enclosure; or the subwoofer if using subwoofer
reinforcement). This way we avoid problems derived from
excess excursion (“bottoming out”) when trying the reproduce
frequencies that go beyond a system’s band-pass, and we are
able to put that power to use, instead of it going to waste.
Thus, appropriate high-pass filtering maximises acoustic
power and makes systems more reliable.
We recommend enabling a high-pass filter frequency that is
equal or higher than the system's lower usable frequency, as
found in the "Specifications" sections of this manual. For
transformer (“T”) versions, we recommend high passing at 50
to 60 Hz to avoid transformer saturation.
For instance, for a DS-108 used as a full-range box, set the
sub-sonic filter cut-off frequency to 50 Hz or higher, 35 Hz or
higher if reinforced with a SUB-18F.
DAS processors provide high-pass filtering.
HEARING DAMAGE
Factor and DS series systems can produce high sound
pressure levels. Exposure to these may cause permanent
hearing damage. The amount of loss varies from person to
person, but any person can get hearing loss if exposed to
enough noise level for long enough periods of time. Check the
local safety at work regulations in your country or state for
specific exposure levels and durations. To prevent exposure to
dangerous levels, the use of hearing protectors is encouraged.
If you are frequently exposed to high sound pressure levels, it
is recommended that you visit your doctor and have you
hearing tested periodically.
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4. PLACEMENT AND MOUNTING

should be taken to assure the load bearing capabilities of the
structures, so that the installation is absolutely safe.

Place the speakers ahead of the microphones. Feedback
(howling) occurs when the microphones pick up the sound
that comes out of the speakers and feeds it back to the
system. Feedback can cause damage to your unit. If space is
limited, direct the speakers towards areas where there are no
microphones to minimise feedback.

Hanging hardware should be regularly inspected and suspect
units replaced if in doubt. This is important to avoid injury and
absolutely no risks should be taken on this respect.

When using turntables, place the speakers far from them. If
the speaker signal is picked up by the stylus and re-amplified,
low frequency howling will occur. The use of a very heavy
base for the turntable is recommended.

The ANL-1 set is a set of four eyebolts and four carabiners for
flying that is available separately. The following illustration
shows the detail of the ANL-1’s components.

Tripod use
Models DS-108, DS-112 and DS-115 feature a tripod socket
for use with standard 35-mm tripods such as the DAS TRD-2.
Be careful not to raise the units too high on the tripod, as they
may become unstable. Do not use a tripod on sloped surfaces.

Up to three full-range DS series boxes can be flown vertically
from one another. Factor-12 units can only be flown
individually.

Place the speakers as high as possible. For best results, try to
place the high frequency unit above the audience’s heads. If
the loudspeakers are located too low, the listeners at the end
of the room will not hear quality sound.

The following illustration shows flying of a DS-115 enclosure.
It can be seen that the two front upper points are used for
hanging, using the back upper point for vertical aiming.

Use on SUB-18F
The top panel of model SUB-18F features a tripod socket for
use with standard 35-mm poles. This allows pole mounting for
systems that have tripod capability. The TRD-4 is a 35-mm
pole that raises the top box. Do not mount systems this way
on sloped surfaces.

Stage monitor use
The angle on the back of models DS-112 and DS-115 allows
for floor monitor use without extra accessories. The
illustrations show box operation angles.

Hang a DS-112 the same way, as well as a DS-108, although
the latter needs to be flipped upside down since the hanging
points are located on the bottom of the box. Factor-12 is also
flown from the lower hanging points, using a point on the back
for vertical aiming.

Mounting to walls and ceilings
Optional wall and/or ceiling mounting brackets are available
for all full-range models. These are detailed on the
“Specifications” section.

Hanging (flying)
DS-112 and DS-115 provide three M8 threaded flying points
on the top of the box , two on the bottom and four rigging
points on the back. DS-108 provides three M8 threaded flying
points on the bottom of the box and four rigging points on the
back. Factor-12 provides two M8 threaded flying points on the
bottom of the box and four rigging points on the back.
Only experienced installers should fly speaker boxes. When
flying enclosures from ceiling support structures, extreme care
Factor/DS
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5. SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
NOTE: Extensions to the basic system are shown enclosed
inside a dotted line frame. Stereo configurations are used in
the examples.

Full-range
In this configuration we simply connect the amplifier to the
boxes. If more than one box is needed per channel, we will
simply parallel them, always taking into account the minimum
impedance that the amplifier will take, as detailed in the
“Connections” section.

The DAS CT-1 controller is a generic 2-way stereo crossover
for active subwoofer reinforcement, and is recommended for
its ease of use, although other 2-way crossovers can be used.
If the crossover you use does not have a monophonic
subwoofer output, simply connect each subwoofer crossover
output to each amplifier channel driving the subwoofers.
Use one DS-115 or DS-112 per every SUB-18F unit. Use two
DS-108 units per every SUB-18F unit.
Normally, subwoofer reinforcement would only be used with
DS series.

Boxes with built-in transformers (suffix “T”) will also be
connected in parallel, taking into account the amplifier power
capacity, as detailed in the “Connections” section.

Passive subwoofer reinforcement (monoamplification)
In this configuration the DAS SUB-18F subwoofer with built-in
crossover is connected to the amplifier. The mid-high box or
boxes get connected to the “OUT-SATELLITE” output of the
Sub-18F. This is a simple and cost effective way of adding
subwoofer reinforcement.
Connect only one DS-115 or DS-112 to the SUB-18F. Connect
two DS-108 units to one SUB-18F.
Normally, subwoofer reinforcement would only be used with
DS series.

Biamplification with powered subwoofer
This configuration is similar to the one above, but in this case
we use the crossover that is built into the self-powered DAS
SUB-18A subwoofer.
If more than one box is needed per (mid-high) channel, we will
simply parallel them, always taking into account the minimum
impedance that the amplifier will take, as detailed on the
“Connections” section.
If more than one subwoofer box is needed per channel, we
will simply parallel them using the LOOP THRU output of the
powered subwoofer.
Use one DS-115 or DS-112 per every SUB-18A. Use two DS108 units per every SUB-18A unit.

Subwoofer reinforcement (biamplification)
In this configuration, an electronic crossover unit is needed
(such as the DAS CT-1), that divides the signal into subwoofer
and mid-high signal. Each of these frequency bands is
amplified separately and connected to the corresponding box
or boxes. If the DAS SUB-18F is being used as a subwoofer, it
is recommended that the built-in filter be disabled by following
the instructions in the SUB-18F’s specification sheet.
If more than one box is needed per channel, we will simply
parallel them, always taking into account the minimum
impedance that the amplifier will take, as detailed in the
“Connections” section.
Factor/DS
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6. LINE DRAWINGS
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7. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Aguante de Potencia RMS (Media) /
RMS (Average) Power Handling :
Modelo con transformador y Potencia RMS (Media) /
Transformer model and RMS Power :

F-5

F-8

F-12

DS-108

DS-112

DS-115

SUB-18F

80 W

100 W

200 W

150 W

300 W

350 W

500 W

----

----

----

----

----

F-5T
F-8T
60-30-15-7-3W 60-30-15-7-3W

Aguante de Potencia de Programa /
Programme Power Handling P:

160 W

200 W

400 W

300 W

600 W

700 W

1000 W

Aguante de Potencia de Pico /
Peak Power Handling K:

320 W

400 W

800 W

600 W

1200 W

1400 W

2000 W

80-23k Hz

55-24k Hz

45-17k Hz

52-25k Hz

50-16k Hz

50-19k Hz

32-225 Hz

Gama de Frecuencias /
Frequency Range :
Impedancia Nominal /
Nominal Impedance :

8 ohm

Impedancia Mínima /

5.5 ohm

5 ohm

7.7 ohm

6.1 ohm

7.4 ohm

6.7 ohm

7.7 ohm

Sensibilidad (NPS) en el Eje a 1W / 1m /
On-Axis Sensitivity (SPL) at 1W/1m S:

90 dB

91 dB

94 dB

93 dB

98 dB

100 dB

98 dB

NPS (SPL) Nominal de Pico a Máxima Potencia /
Rated peak SPL at Full Power :

115 dB

117 dB

123 dB

121 dB

131 dB

131 dB

131 dB

Minimum Impedance I:

Cobertura nominal del difusor de agudos /
Nominal HF Horn Coverage HF:
Cobertura media /

Average Beamwidths B:
(500 Hz - 8 kHz)

Ángulos de cobertura para palabra /
Speech Coverage Angles C:

85° H
80° V

105° H
90° V

100° H
75° V

90° H
60° V

----

155° H
155° V

155° H
150° V

95° H
85° V

110° H
100° V

105° H
85° V

100° H
75° V

----

Dimensiones /
Dimensions 1:

Madera MDF
wood

Polipropileno con carga mineral / mineral loaded polypropylene
Negro / Black

Colour :

Connection :

----

145° H
135° V

Color /

Conexión /

90° Horizontal
45° Vertical

140° H
120° V

Material:

Transductores /
Transducers :

80° Horizontal
80° Vertical

----

HF: TWT-5
LF: G-5

HF: TWT-8
LF: G-8

Gris antracita / Anthracite grey
HF: M-3
LF: G-12

HF: M-3
LF: 8B

Terminales de presión / Spring loaded
terminals

HF: M-3
LF: 12P

HF: M-5N
LF: 15P

Negro /
Black
18H

2 x Speakon NL-4
(+1, -1)

23x15x15.5 cm
(9.1x5.9x6.1 in)

44x27x23 cm
(17.5x10.5x9 In)

58x40x31 cm
(23x16x12 in)

45x30x30 cm
(18x12x12 in)

62x40x37 cm
(24x16x14.5 in)

71x46x42 cm
(28x18x16.5 in)

64x55x53 cm
(25.5x22x21 in)

Peso /

2.8 kg
(6.2 lbs.)

7.4 kg
(16.5 lbs.)

15.7 kg
(34.5 lbs.)

9.4 kg
(21.5 lbs.)

16.6 kg
(36.5 lbs)

18.6 kg
(41 lbs.)

39.3 kg
(86.5 lbs.)

Peso, versión “T” /

3.5 kg
(7.7 lbs.)

8.1 kg
(9.2 lbs.)

----

----

----

----

----

Peso embalado /

6.4 kg
(14.1 lbs.)

8.5 kg
(19lbs.)

18.1 kg
(40 lbs.)

11 kg
(24 lbs.)

18.6 kg
(41 lbs)

21 kg
(46 lbs.)

42.3 kg
(93 lbs.)

Weight :
Weight, “T” version :
Shipping Weight :
Soportes (opcionales) :

Mounting brackets (optional) :

AX-5
AX-8
AX-12/15
AX-108
AX-115
AX-115
(pared/techo, (pared/techo,
(pared,
(pared,
(pared,
(pared,
wall/ceiling) wall/ceiling)
ceiling)
ceiling)
ceiling)
ceiling)
Ajuste / Adjustment : vrtcal.&rot. vrtcal.&rot. vrtcal.&hrzntal. vrtcal.&hrzntal. vrtcal.&hrzntal. vrtcal.&hrzntal.

----

Por convención es 3 dB mayor que el RMS, aunque éste ya utiliza una señal de programa. Conventionally 3 dB higher than the RMS measure, although this already utilises a programme signal..
Corresponde al factor de cresta estándar de 6 dB. Corresponds to the standard 6 dB crest factor.
Conforme a la norma IEC 268-5 (1989, -10 dB). Medio espacio anecoico / As per IEC 268-5 (1989, -10 dB). Half space anechoic.
I
En la práctica, la impedancia del cable y el conector ha de añadirse a cualquier valor de impedancia. In practice cable and connector impedance has to be added to all impedance values.
S
Promedio IEC. IEC average.
HF
-6 dB.
B
Ángulo de -6 dB promedio de medidas de tercio de octava. Computado de polares verticales y horizontales con resolución angular de dos grados y 1/24 oct. de resolución de frecuencia. AUTOPOL, una
plataforma que comprende dispositivos y software, se usó para la adquisición de alta resolución y el post-procesado automatizados de la información direccional. El almacenamiento digital de los datos
permite post-procesado adicional y la conversión a otros formatos de software.
P
K
F

- 6 dB angle, average of one-third octave band measures. Computed from polar information measured at two degree angular and 1/24th octave frequency resolution. AUTOPOL, a platform consisting of
custom and customised hardware and software, was used for the automated high-resolution acquisition and post-processing of directivity data. The digital storage of the data allows further processing
and conversion to other software formats.

c
No existe en la actualidad un método normalizado de promediar las características de cobertura con respecto a la frecuencia en un único número con sentido, lo que impide las comparaciones entre
fabricantes y, a menudo, líneas de producto. Este criterio propio promedia los ángulos de cobertura de -6dB en bandas de octava ponderados acorde a su contribución a la inteligibilidad de la palabra.

There is currently no standard method of averaging the beamwidth with frequency characteristics into a single meaningful figure, which impedes comparisons across manufacturers and very often even
product lines. This, our own, criterion weighs the -6 dB coverage angles from one-octave bands according to their contribution to speech intelligibility.
1

La altura incluye 1 cm correspondiente a las patas de goma de la parte inferior de las cajas.

Height includes 1 cm corresponding to the rubber feet on the bottom of the enclosures. Depth includes wheels if applicable.

La mejora del producto a través de la investigación y el desarrollo es un proceso continuo en DAS Audio. Todas las especificaciones están sujetas a cambios sin previo aviso. Especificaciones para
proyectos, hojas técnicas detalladas, así como datos para EASE y otros programas de modelización están disponibles en http://www.dasaudio.com/.

Product improvement through research and technology is a continuous process at DAS Audio. All specifications subject to change without notice.
Architectural Specifications, detailed specification sheets, as well as data for EASE and other electro-acoustic prediction tools are available from http://www.dasaudio.com/.
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APPENDIX A. Line connections : unbalanced and balanced
There are two basic ways to transport an audio signal with microphone or line level:
Unbalanced line: Utilising a two-conductor cable, it transports the signal as the voltage between them. Electro-magnetic interference
can get added to the signal as undesired noise. Connectors that carry unbalanced signals have two pins, such as RCA (Phono) and ¼”
(6.35 mm, often referred to as jack) mono. 3-pin connector such as XLR (Cannon) may also carry unbalanced signals if one of the pins
is unused.
Balanced line: Utilising a three-conductor cable, one of them acts as a shield against electro-magnetic noise and is the ground
conductor. The other two have the same voltage with respect to the ground conductor but with opposite signs. The noise that cannot
be rejected by the shield affects both signal conductors in the same way. At the device’s input the two signals get summed with
opposite sign, so that noise is cancelled out while the programme signal doubles in level. Most professional audio devices use
balanced inputs and outputs. Connectors that can carry balanced signal have three pins, such as XLR (Cannon) and ¼” (6.35 mm)
stereo.
The graphs that follow show the recommended connection with different types of connectors to balanced processor or amplifier
inputs. The connectors on the left-hand side come from a signal source, and the ones on the right hand side go to the inputs of the
processor or amplifier. Note that on the unbalanced connectors on the left-hand side, two terminals are joined inside the connector. If
hum occurs with balanced to balanced connections, try disconnecting the sleeve (ground) on the input connector. Note that the
illustrations show what should be connected to what, but that pin locations on an actual XLR connector are different. Also, pin 2 hot is
assumed on XLR connectors.

Factor/DS
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APPENDIX B. Contact details for flying hardware manufacturers
ATM Fly-Ware
ATM provides a wide range of flying hardware and
accessories.

Polar Focus
Manufacturers of universal systems and truss modules for
flying speaker enclosures.

ATM Fly-Ware
21000 South Wilmington Ave.
Carson, CA 90810-1247
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Tel: 888-RIG-MORE (toll-free, from USA only)
Tel: (+1) 310-834-5914
Fax: (+1) 310-834-3042
E-mail: clientservice@atmflyware.com
Web: http://www.atmflyware.com

Polar Focus, Inc.
P.O. Box 3, 217 Russell Street
Hadley, MA 01035
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Tel: (+1) 413-586-4444
Fax: (+1) 509-357-5657
E-mail: info@polarfocus.com
Web: http://www.polarfocus.com

In Europe:
Autograph Sales
102 Grafton Road
London NW5 4BA, UK
Tel: (+44) 0171-482-3300
Fax: (+44) 0171-482-4484
E-mail: sales@autograph.co.uk
Web: http://www.autograph.co.uk
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Allen Products
Manufacturers of rigging and mounting products
Allen Products Company, Inc.
1635 E. Burnett Street
Signal Hill, CA 90806
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Tel: 800-4APC-INC (toll-free, from USA only)
Tel: (+1) 562-424-1100
Fax: 888-FAX-2-APC (toll-free, from USA only)
Fax: (+1) 562-424-3520
Web: http://www.allenproducts.com
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NOTAS / NOTES
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